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Ad-Hoc
,Approved

by
Senate

The Faculty Senate's Ad Hoc committee, established
to evaluate the role of the presidency, was appointed at
a senate meeting this Wednesday.
' The five-member committee wi-1 first establish a
procedure for evaluating the presidency. To do so, the
committee will gather information and opinions from
Board of Trustees, faculty members and the president,
according to Faculty Senate Chairman Dr. Duncan
McQuarrie.
McQuarrie, an ex officio member of the committee, is
serving as its presiding officer. McQuarrie expects to
callthe committees first meeting some time next week.
Members of the committee are: James Nylander,
Professor of Physical Education; Anthony Canedo,
English Professor; Floyd Rodine, Chairmari of History
Dept.; Bill Owen, Associate Professor of Mathematics,
and Linda Klug, Associate Professor of Anthropology.
" The committee members were selected because of
their positions of respected faculty leaders; they are
known to be reasonable people and are acceptable to
both faculty and administration," McQuarrie stated.
Chafrman of the committee will be chosen by the
members themselves.
"None of the members took on this job lightly,"
McQuarrie added.
McQuarrie said he hoped the committee would have a
report ready by the end of the year.
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FOR ONLY $409 YOU CAN NO_W
OWN A REALLY TERRIFIC STEREO
SYSTEM WHICH W·ILL ENABLE YOU
TO HEAR EVERY NOTE EVER
RECORDED*

[.PICKERING!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _J

A striking retail employee takes a break last week from the rain and
leaves his sign for all to see. The clerks, Local 631, are striking
because the Allied Employers will not agree to a combined contract
for all Central Washington retail clerks.

Interviews offered
at Career Clinic
A free "job fair" is being
sponsored by the Seattle-King
County Economic Development
Council this year. The ninth
annual College Career Clinic is
set for Thursday -and Friday,
Dec. 26 and 27, 1974 at the
Olympic Hotel.
This year's event is expected
to attract approximately 400
students who will have interviews with 15 participating
firms. Attendance will be limited
.to graduate students, college
seniors receiving their degrees in
June or earlier and returning
veterans with degrees from
four-year colleges or better.
Firms participating in the
interview sessions include Dependable Building Maintenance
Company; Foster & Marshall;

General Telephone Co. of the
Northwest; Internal - Revenue
Service; Kenworth Motor Truck
Company;, Merrill, Lynch, Pierce
Fenner & Smith, Inc.; National
Bank of Commerce; Seattle-First
National Bank; Simpson Timber
Company; Standard Insurance
Company; United States Navy;
western International Hotels;
Weyerhaeuser Company; Howard S. Wright Construction
Company; and Xerox Corporation.
Registration for this Clinic
begins at 8:00 a.m. Thursday, in
the Williamsburg Room of the
Olympic Hotel.
Employment Interview Guides
may be obtained at the Career
Planning & Placement Center,
105 Barge.

Stereocraft is happy to announce that $409, which used to be the bottom price for something
really good in a stereo system, is now all you have to pay for something really wonderful.
We call this stereo system described here our "Hear Every Note" system for reasons which will
be clear when you come hear it. . It has the level of sound quality associated with extremely
elaborate and expensive equipment, ·and is largely the result of two important break-throughs in
p_erformance-per-dollar.
.
The most important of those breakthroughs is the performance of the Smaller Advent
Loudspeaker, which was designed not only to have the same audible performance .as its bigger
brother, the original Advent Loudspeaker, but to be audibly equal to practically anything at any
price. The frequency response and accur~cy of a pair of Smaller Advents compare flat-out with any
speakers, and their bass response extends to the very bottom, soul-satisfying octave not even
. ,.
approached by other speakers in or near their price category.
The Sony 6():f6A Stereo Receiveris the second recent breakthrough. Using the full potential of
solid-~tate design for excellent and amply powerful sound at moderate cost, the 6036A provides
over 20 clean RMS watts per channel, sensitive FM and AM reception, and full control facilities. It·
will drive the Smaller Advents comfortably at all listening levels that most people demand in most ,
rooms, and will do so with extreme clarity and accuracy. Garrard's 42/M Automatjc Turntable,which fills out the system, is another good example of a lot
for a little. It provides many of the features of Garrard's more expensive models, including a
cueing lever. And its freedom from rumble and speed variations was once found only in -transcription players. It comes equipped with a · Pickering V15/ ATE4 magnetic cartridge with elliptical
·
diamond stylus.
If bought separately, the above components would add up to a price of $488. And they would be
an excellent value at that price. Stereocraft's special system price. of $409 makes the Advent-SonyGarrard system an even more striking bargain.
Stereocraft has been around long enough to have seen and heard just about everything in stereo.
To our minds, the sound quality of this system is absolutely unprecedented at this price. We have
never before been able to offe.r all the music, including the entire audible range, at so low a cost.
We urge you to come see and hear for yourself how much $409 will now buy.
A word on warranties - the entire system, except for the stylus and the Advents, is guaranteed
for 2 years. We offer a LIFETIME WARRANTY on the Advents to the original purchaser.

* You can buy almost the same system on the coast;

they charge a little more, but include a less expensive
receiver to make up for it ...
STOCKIN' STUFFER SPECIALS:
PRICES GOOD THRU FRI., DEC . 1 ~

"No holds" for
X-mas vacation
C.J. Cichowski, Ellensburg
Postmaster, has requested the
cooperation of all Central students, faculty and staff in using
mail hold-overs only as a last
resort during the holidays. The
local post office does not have the
space during the rush season to
hold mail for people who will be
away from home.
Instead, Cichowski urges that

those who will be away from
Ellensburg during the holidays
arrange for neighbors or friends
to pick up their mail daily at
home. If this is not feasible, an
alternativeiS to provide the post
office with a temporary forwarding address.
The post office will reinstate
its regular holding procedure
after the holidays.

KOSS HVl
Stereophones
List 44.95
Reg. 34.95
SPECIAL $25.95
(Limit one)

SENNHEISER
HD414 'Phones
List 49.95
Reg. 39.95
SPECIAL $34.95
(Limit one)

Advent C-90
Chrominum Dioxide Tape
List 3.74
Reg. 3.39
SPECIAL $2.69
(Limit 6)

·Maxell C-90
Ultra Dynamic
List 4.99
Reg. 4.00
SPECIAL $3.4~
(Limit 6)

WATTS Record
Maintenance Kit
List 14.95
SPECIAL $10.95
(Limit one)
Maxell C-90
Low-Noise
List 3.50
Reg 2.80
- SPECIAL $2.39
(Limit 6)
Ellensburg:
408 N. Pearl
962-~830

Pullman:
S. 306 Grand
567-5922
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I.

OPINION

Vets bombed out
by David Wasser

President Ford's priorities stink. He recently vetoed a bill that
.would have increased veterans' education benefits by 22.7 per cent.
He asked Congress to enact a bill that will be less inflationary and
increase benefits by only 18.2 percent.
In announcing cutbacks in this year's federal spending, the major
cutbacks proved to be programs which would help those who suffer
most in a recession: programs in the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare.
Cutbacks in Defense Department spending were miniscule.
Ford said: "I have tried to avoid actions that would unduly add to
unemployment or adversely affect those hurt most by inflation."
But in the same speech he also said: "It would be unwise, in my
view, to add additional dollar reductions for each dollar of increased
aid to the unemployed."
It seems that those hurt most by inflation are those on fixed
incomes, such as people~n unemployment. In a recession it is the
duty of the government to see that those who are unemployed are
able to eat. While the army is building bombs to keep the country
safe from the boogie man, people starve.
Fortunately, it appears that Congress will override the veto of the
Veterans' benefits. It looks as if Congress will have to maintain a
decent set . of priorities in the fight to end the recession. The
President seems too concerned with building bombs than with
feeding the people.

All I REALLY
NEEb ARE

SOME ll>EAS

SANTA

Yes, Virginia
by Rik Dalvit

Once again it's the time of year to celebrate the birth of Santa
Claus and free enterprise.
While plastic reindeer and candy canes sway above the street
lights it's time to push back the Thanksgiving leftovers and prepare
to pay homage to the kindly . old gentleman in the red suit.
There's slurping from Vassal Bowels and X-mas trees to blight.
It's almost as good as the 4th of July.
We can be proud that ours is the country in the world with the
most chimneys to slide down, and the most cash registers to light
up.
To those who grumble a surly "humbug," we say:
Yes Virginia, there is a presto log, and yes there are sales to blow
us into the spirit of the whole wonderful thing.
We will WIN. We shall prevail. We will meet them on the
beaches, we will meet them in the stores, we will never suspender.
Even though with this years fnflation, never before will have so
many owed so much for so little, we will never curb our right to
worship in the manner we please, with bucks, checks, and toys.
Merry Christmas.

r_~_·
- --'-----_]
r&\5

963- 1026

editor: rik dalvit
managing editor: david schell
cdver15irg 963-1726
production editor: tom shapley
news editor: david wasser ·
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photo editor: brian pugnetti ·
business manager: sue mcbride
layout manager: diana shapley
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Speaking of Virginia, to all you folks down there in W. Virginny,
hang in there and keep up the good fight in keeping Un-American
and blasphemous books out of the hands of school children.
You're upholding a great American principle, the right to remain
ignorant.

SELL IT IN
A CRIER
CLASSIFIED

The newspaper of Central Washington State College published
weekly during the academic year except registration, vacations and
the final week of each quarter. Views expressed are those of students, staff and editors not necessarily of Central Washington State
College. Advertising material presented does not imply endorsement. Mail subscription price: $1 per quarter or $3 per year;
payable to the Campus Crier, CWSC, Ellensburg, WA 98926.
Second class postage paid, Ellensburg, WA 98926.
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LETTERS
Too man y
to ignore
Dear Mr. Dalvlf :
I want to learn to speak and
write Chinese. I want to learn of
their culture and history. I can't
write a long list of facts and
reasons why. I don't know the
facts-and that's part of the
reason why there should be an
Asian Studies program at Central.
I do know that the majority of
the worlds population lives in
China: 800 million people. It
. seems ridiculous that this many
people and their history and
culture could have been so
ignored in the school's learning
program. In my senior year in
High School, China was outlined
and some films shown-but with a
history and culture like China,
how could it possibly be squeezed

into a few weeks period in a
World History class and had
justice done to it?
My hopes were aroused at the
Chinese class offered here at
Central. However, the fact that
the class is constantly pliJ.ced in
jeopar,,py, by the administration,
and must fight for its existence
every quarter disappoints me
greatly.
Ther e are four Spanish profes- sors, t wo French professors and
three· German professors-all with
. their names listed with the
faculty in the undergraduate
catalog. There is one Chinese
professor. His name is Yang Ho
: Chin-in case you didn't know
since his name was omitted from
the faculty list even though he
has been a member of the faculty
for three years.
If you were to combine the
populations of all three of these
languages: Spain, 33,240,000;
France, 50 million; West Germany, 17,087,000; and all of
South America's population:
200,500,000-it would not equal
the single population of China:
800,000,000. All of Europe is
only about 1/4 the size of China.
A-t the University of Washington they have four Chinese

professors. In Tucson, Arizona
they have five and are hiring a
sixth.
Chinese is important if you
were going by just sheer numbers of people. But it is not just
the population-it is the history
and the culture too. The science
and philosophies of the Chinese.
It is erroneous to think a culture
that has had a continuous record-,
ed history for 4,00Q years (2000
B.C. t o today) and is a strong and
major power in t oday's world
should be totally ignored by a
state college-let alone a state
GOllege that is trying to push its
way into being a university.

Vear after~ ear. 'emester afh.'r
I ~'11ester4' the ( ·o_lleJ.!e \ 1(\,ft'r
from Fidelih l :nion Life has been
the most accepted mo,( popular

plan on campuses all o\·er America. :
Find out wh\'.
(~all

the Fidelin· Union

(~olle~eMaster'

S.i ncerely,
Barbara Howell

Associate
.1nField
\'our area:

.

.>..
'•
:

.

COlleg~Master·

Don Cleman
706 E. 8th
925-4176

SALE

Waxhide Smooth
Leather Boots

SHOE SOLE

•

Pearl I 'Ith

The New

Nicholson Drug Store

"Merrick the Mole"
PRECARIOUS GIFTGIVER-The packages destined for yule givmg being
carried from a local hardware store by Maxine Johnston look precariously
balanced here. Christmas shopping is gaining momentum in Ellensburg as the
holiday season progresses. Local merchants, gearing for the rush of buyers as
December 24th grows near, be~ "1n assembling window displays and other
seasonal t rappings well before Thanksgiving.

See Ellensburg's
Time Ca_,_os.u1e
315 N. Pearl St.

PHONE
(509)
925-2261

Pe~ember 6, 1974-P~e
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Heating plant at halfway mark
One phase of the new central heating system
being installed near the plant services building
nears completion and the final stage will be
finished by May or early September as work
continues.
Gil Braida, director of facilities planning, said
the first phase of the project was the
construction of the building itseH. That part is
all but finished. Now, workmen are installing
the fixtures, and preparing for the placement of
two 150,000 gallon oil , tanks in the ground.
The new facility, which will replace the
outdated plant across from the cc,llege of Eighth
Avenue, will incorporate the use of three boiler
units, two of which are currently being installed.
The third unit will be transferred from the old
facility to the new at a later date.
The boilers will heat water, producing steam
for college radiators.

\

CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY-At left, electrician Everett Benton worked high above his
assistant, Mike Kloster, on a scaffolding at the
site of the new boiler plant. Rob Henderson
[Right] and superintendent Dan Schoessler
[Below] operate construction vehicles.

Text: Scott H. Lewis
Photos: Brian Pugnetti
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*Everything incfudes all utilities, telephone, FM·TV cable,
(all of which could cost you up to $71.22 just to hook-up
off·campus) and your damage/cleaning deposit.

Housing
Services
So call us now at 963-1831 or stop b~ our office
in Room 206 Barge Hall ..• because at our prices
the few places we have won't last long!

Bike licenses
Information needed
The Security Department of
students
receiving financial
All
.t::!l..61. ..,.~~..L-~~. . .i...--~ . , ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..,.._ _ _.,.Central has agreed to register
aid during winter quarter, 1974,
bi~ycles and sell the City of
are reminded the Office of
Ellensburg bicycle licenses.
' All persons operating a bicycle Financial Aid will have the
on campus are required to have a financial aid checks available in
City of Ellensburg license. The the hallway outside Room 209
,.__....._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.Jfee for registration and license is Barge Hall, beginning January 6,
1975. Students receiving aid are
$1.
Catalog notices
reminded they must have the
B.A.'s
The first deadline for Catalog following information with them:
Folk Dance
B.A. Degree applications are
Learn folk dances from coun- notices is noon Friday for the
now being accepted in the tries all around the world. The .next week's paper. No notices
1. Validated winter quarter
Registrar's Office for , Winter
only requirement :for member- accepted after Monday noon .. ASC card.
'
Quarter 1975 graduation. The ship is that you be interested in Notices are taken on a space
2. Copy of Fall _Quarter grades
deadline for all applications is
dancing. Come and join in the available basis, with no guaran- which show the number of hours
Jan. 17,1975.
fun. Wednesdays, 7•9 p.m. Large tee of acceptance implied. Please that were completed Fall Quarleave notices in the Crier office ter.
S.UB Ballroom.
Toastmistress
SUB 218.
- Are you interested in a selfc.s.o.
As a reminder, students redevelopment program that will
The Christian Science Organiceiving financial aid must be
Ice Hockey
enhance your classroom exper- zation meets each Tuesday from
Contact Roger Gamache at registered for 12 hours of course
ience and. take you. beyond the
5:45 to 6:45 P.M. in SUB 206. 963-1009 if you are interested in work winter quarter·. · · academic community, into a di-· Anyone is welcome.
playing ice hockey. Night time
Selective Service
atmoversified · educational
Student Employment
practices will be once a week in
'
u
is still the duty of every
s,phere? Call 925- 9191 . ·
·
The Office of -Financial Aid is Yakima.
niale to register with the Selectcontacting employers in an at- - ' Student Legislature
LOstKeys
ive Service System within thirty
A class will be offered for (30) days of his 18th birthday.
Should you come into possess- tempt to obtain a list of job openion of keys not belonging to you, ings.
Students and student: those students wishing to work
please forward them immediate- spouses wishing employment. on or serve in the second annual
ly via campus mail to the Key should check the job postings on Washington Student LegislaShop located at the Physical the hall bulletin board outside of ture. Poli-Sci 398, "Mock LegisFOUND: Beautiful,
Plant. When sending kays via the Office of Financial Aid, Barge. · lature" is a two or three credit
loving calico cat. Near Sue
campus mail, affix the key(s) to a Hall 209. If you desire a position class meeting weekly at night:
Lombard-Kamola Area,
stiff paper backing and insert in. offered and feel qualified, the For more information contact
Dec. 2nd. Identify and
an envelope marked "Key Shop, Office of Fiancial Aid will refer John Presson in the ASC office.
claim, call 925-1270.
:h!sic.al Plant".
you to the emplQYer.

House Plants for sale.
Student Village E-5. 9633263 .
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WANTED: '65 Mustang
to feed my 442. Prefer
maroon or blue with
chromes. Pioneers considered inferior. Weber

° CATALOG

CLASSIFIEDS.

FOR SALE: Panasonic
8-track tape qeck, 2 speakers, Garrard SLX-2 turn- ·
table with magnetic cartridge, extras. $125. 9253601.

~

Make $500
On each commission. Campus and local representatives are needed for nationwide employee search. For
full information write Sumner Advertising Co., P.O.
Box 643, Peoria, Ill.,61601.
'68 MGB-GT Good tires,
excellent interior, new
paint, carpeted, 58,000
miles. $2,400, 925-1565.
HELP I have two curling
irons, would like to sell
one. New Sunbeam-great
for airwaving, $9. 925-1270.

Spend an hour at Pat Snyder's free speaker class
and you'll understand speaker theory, design, and just
how easy it is to build your own speakers.
And you'll understand why other stereo stores hate to
wait on a Speakerlab gratl. Becaus~ after our class, you'll
have the power to see through the jive and half-truths
that some shiny-shoed salesmen dish out.
Next time you're in Seattle on a Saturday, stop in at 2 pm
and learn about stereo speakers. The Speakerlab
speaker class, a service of the only stereo store in
the Northwest willing to take the time to help you ...

Understand the Pcnlrer.

Much of the info Pat covers is included in our free 32-page speaker catalog. Send for it today.
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WARNING.:

A Skid,Road philosopher
by Tom Shapley
Chris is a small business man
in a Seattle district that is at the
same time the most famous and
infamous in the city.
The tourist name for the area
is Pioneer Square, and this is the
image that the city is trying to
build and maintain for the area.
But for the many who have lived
there and died, there is another,
older name: Skid Road.
Skid Road and not Skid Row is
the proper name for the area that
originally spawned the name. It
was first used to describe the
street down which logs were
skidded to the sawmill, a street
lined with flop houses, taverns,
gambling halls and the other
places common to the men known
as "tramps," "bums," "derelicts"
and "drunks".
· Chris knows that the city
government is ashamed that
such a name originated in Seattle
and he also knows that they are
doing something about it.
"They've kicked all of the
bums and old men out. Trying to
clean it up for the tourists. Run
'em right out. Do you see what
I'm saying? Just run 'em out."
Chris sees this and just about
everything else that goes on in
and around the square. He views
it all from his shoe shine shop on
the edge of the square. His
business place is shabby compared to the exclusive new shops
and restaurants that have
sprung up in the district. But, in
between the several coats of
polish that he applys to a pair of

shoes, there is a tremendous
amount of pride. It is a pride that
seems to show in the shine on the
leather.
But Chris's customers get
more than an excellent shoe
shine. There is a sheet of
newsprint that hangs down from
the awning to shade the prospect's face from the sun. And
when he receives the dollar for
his work Chris is always careful
to remove the gloves that protect
his withered hands from the cold ,
of his sidewalk stall.
Chris has two chairs,- one for
the customer and one for th~
stacks of newspapers that he
reads every day. News seems to
be his stock and trade. And
accuracy is foremost. If he
forgets a detail in a news story
t.hat he is discussing, he will stop
his polishing to dig and thumb
through the stacks until he finds
the story and verifys the point in
question.
But Chris has time to read. He
doesn't do a booming business. It
seems to be only a close circle of
friends that will stop in for his
service. His appearance doesn't
help any. Chris is a wrinkled,
weathered old man. And even
when he smiles he only exposes
one or two yellow teeth set
crookedly in withered gums. And
his hair, which seems to be his
most prized possession, is a
matted halloween wig that is
somehow glued to his head. His
appearance is frightening, but
taking the time to look twice
reveals a glow and a warmth that _

A celestial
happening

The lvoryTower
isaboutto ·
collapse.

leaks out of the dirty blue smock
that covers an even dirtier
brown shirt and pants. The
children, however, seem to see
Chris more readily. When he
leans out of his stall and cackles
at them and tells them how
pretty they are, the children
smile and wave as their parents
drag them off, grumbling and
frowning.
But as if to protect his image,
Chris didn't want his picture
taken.
"Cops are looking for me all
over the place and you want to
take my picture? I'm a four time
loser. Why you want to take my
picture and get me in jail? What I
ever done to you?" A friend in
the chair chuckled and said, "You
know, I almost believe it."
In the end Chris is also a
philosopher. He asked me what I
was doing down there with my
camera and l)Otebook and I told
him that I was trying to show
people who are well off what it is
like for those who were destitute
and not so lucky. He whipped his
grey wig wildly in a couple of
exaggerated double takes and
gestured with his shine cloth as
he told me, "That's too big of a
job for one guy like you! Don't
try to do it. It is too big of a job.
You just go back to school and
get an education. A man's got to
have an education! When you get
old like me you see this!"
It seems that education is
everywhere around us and a
teacher can be anyone, even
Chris on old Skid Road.

It's your last Yl'ar of colll'~l'. \\'h~ think
ahout lif'l' insurance now"! Hel·aust• . the
older you gt·t thl' mor.t' it l·osts. And next
year" it"s all up to ~·ou. Find out
ahout ( ~olle~eMaster.
<"all tht• Hdt'I~~ 1 ·nion
( 'oll~t·\la,tt-r/
Ht·ld '''ot'iah' in~ our ••n·a:
.

.>.,
:

HOBBIES & CRAFTS

*SPECIAL *

•

On that day there will be a
partial eclipse of the sun and
amatuer astronomers are warned not to look directly at the sun
during the eclispe. Even brief
glimpses of the sun can do
damage to the retina of the eye.

Herculon Macrame Cord
was $1 .59
NOW $1 . 14

Those who wish to observe the
eclipse may do so with a sun
scope or some type of filter that
is designed for this type of
viewing. Sun glasses and smoked
glass do not give enough protection and shouldn't be used.

962-9331

l 07 E. 4th

A\.

,.n;amin

Moor•

l 0 50% off on
HOBBY SUPPLIES

Decoupage - Foamcraft
Chenille - Candle Crafts

Pain1s

Standard Paint
& Wallpaper

304 N. Pine
962-2551

-

COllegeMaster®

PIONEER

Friday the 13th may be an
unlucky day, if you look at the
sun.

'

1

Marilyn Meier
706 E. 8th Plaza
925-4176
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ALTERNATIVE E:~ERGY-Sources of alternative energy in the future was the
topic of a well-attended conference _last week. Solar energy coupled with a

methane digester was one idea demonstrated at the conference.
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Thank you, America
ana

by Jaroslav Vachuda
American scholars, clergymen,
soldiers, artists, businessmen,
tourists, Americans as a nation,
and even some of the American
political scientists, historians and
politicians are now more aware
of the importance, merits, impact
and necessity of a good, intensive
and well-rounded program of
European studies. Not for academic reasons only, but for
practical ones.
As the conditio sine qua non of
the survival of our United States
of Americ;a as a nation, where the
pursuance of freedom and happiness is the official goal of the
State, and where orderly, peaceful and bloodless succession of
governors takes place in observance of democratic rules and
: tradition. Of course, our world,
our planet, is facing insurmount. able problems. How to organize
· itself, how to cope with population explosion, scarcity of food
and energy. How to change

econo- invaders from all points of the
unjust political, social
mic organization of mankind,
compass, where four races and 30
how to survive at all.
living and 30 dead nations, five
A worl4 government of some or seven religions and many
sort is called for and will be philosophers are competing in a
organized, but, in. my OpiJ!iOn, not mankind-long task of explaining
before another spasm or two of the raison d'etre of the human
political, social and ·military race, the noblest ideals of a just
confrontations and castastropies. society living in freedom were
Therefore, if three or four the flowers of the innate wish,
regional political, economic and desire, drive and dream to be
military entities are formed or free. Those noble ideals were
are in process of being formed · transplanted on to the people of
now-some not very friendly to ·America with a result that we
us-if we value our way of life and must be proud of, even if
find it worthy of living in and everything and everybody can
dying for-the peaceful change of and should be improved upon.
Our closest tie with Europe is
our society through peaceful
democratic means according to our common struggle to live in
the wishes of the majority freedom; our aims are the same,
without disregarding the funda- . but the ways to achieve them are
mental rights of minorities so different, for many reasons. But,
that our society will flourish in a I submit, by using the famous
just peace-we must reforge our words, that either we will hang
long, natural, deep and necessary together, or we shall hang
unity with our European fore- separately.
bears and relatives.
An investigation into the comIn the pressure cooker of plex factors influencing our EuEurope, where sedentary pea- ropean past-human diversity,
sants were for thousands of language and racial complexity,
years exposed to attacks of physical, cultural and gedgraphjc

Eurai I Passes
Britrail Passes

, No Additional Cost
All Airlines ~epresented

·434 North Sprague 925-3167

· setting, social ferment, religious
fervor and impatience, economic
evolution, revolutions, art, literature, music, dance and architecture-all presented on a magnificent, pious, cruel, compassionate
and visionary stage of a whole
Europe, West and East, South
and North.
With a growing understanding
of the fact that Europe is only a
penninsula Qi an Eurasian continent with all the implications of
this peculiar position of destiny
and acknowledging the closest
relations with Africa on each and
every major cultural, economic,
scientific and religious development is, of course, pursued in a
competent, imaginative, innovative and extensive coordinated
program of European studies.
Here only a short and incomplete
preface to focus our attention on
the situation in Europe before
the First World(1914-1918).
To understand better the
importance of Armistice Day
1918, the day when WWI ended
and when the dreams of a
majority of Europeans to be free

came true, we could state, with
many qualification§ inherent to
the lack of space and time, that
the defeat of the French revolution (1815) had not dried up the
source of new formulations of the
European people to organize
_their_ societies in a better way.
their societies in a better way.
Shortly, but so humanly expressed by the now and then and
forever in words: Liberte Egalite - Franternite. The American revolution(l 776), victorious
with the help of France and
Poland, shielded by the vast
Atlantic ocean, survived, but it
took Europe more than 100 years
(1815-1918) to shed the chains of
oppression, extortion and slavery. In those infamous 100 years
the four of the most reactionary,
· aggressive and militaristic Empires: the German, Austro- ·
Hungarian, Russian and Turkish
Empires, held nearly all the
population of Europe as slaves or
gunfodder. The people of Europe
. tried unsuccessfully, and somP-

cont. on page 12
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Armed Forces Health Professions Scholarship Program

Central Washington State
College
Ellensburg, Washington
Fine Arts Gallery, Art
Building
Friday, December 6, 1974
12 noon to 8 p.m.
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"Ellensburg's Oldest"
925-3326

If you're one of tomorrow's physicians,
there are some things you should know
today.

For instance. You should know about the opportunities offered by Armed Forces Health
Care. As an officer in the service of your
choice you'll work in modern facilities. With
up-to-date equipment. And modern, up-todate professionals in every area of Health
Care.
For example. You should know that
Armed Forces Health Care offers opportunities for initial training and advanced study in
practically every specialty. Not to mention
the opportunity to practice it.
You should know, too, that we make it
possible for you to pursue a post-residency
fellowship at either military or civilian institutions.
And if all this strikes a spark, then you
should certainly know about our scholarship
program.
If you qualify, the tuition for your medical education will be covered flilly while you
participate in the program. And during that
time you'll receive a good monthly stipend.

Just one more thing ... we think if you
know all the facts, today, you may want to be
one of us tomorrow.
Find out. Send in the coupon and get
the facts ... today.
There are limited openings for acaqemic year 1975-1976.

r-----------------------n
Armed Forces Scholarships

Z·CN·l24

·

P.O. Box AF
Peoria, Ill. 61614
I desire information for the following program:
Army O Navy O Air Force ::J Medical O
Dental O Veterinary* C: Podiatry C Optometry O
Psychology (PhD) D
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(please print)

Soc. Sec. # _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

L City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1 state _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Zip _ _ __

I

I
I

Enrolledat _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
00 1

·To graduate in _ _ _<_sc_h_ _l - - - - - Date of birth
(month)
(year)
(degree)

•vete11nary not availa~~~~t~)avy Prog~~"J,)
(year)
~-----------i-------------'

I

Armed ForcH He•lth C•re

I~

Dedicated to Medicine and the people who practice it.
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cont. from pg. 11
times with some success, in 1830,
1848, 1863, 1870 etc., etc., to
achieve at least a degree of
freedom: to organize their own
nations, to speak their own
language, to worship their God in
His language, to improve edu- cation, social and economic
status.
-But, the unholy Holy Alliance
and Quadruple Alliance, concocted -by· the infamous Metternich
. (Metternich system: secrecy,
deceptive personal diplomacy,
rigid ce·~ sorship, elaborate espionage etc.), the Russian Tz~rs'

willingness to send troops to
suppress freedom fighters (1830
Poland, 1848 Hungary), the guns
of Windischg1aetz (1848 Pra_g ue
and Vienna), Austrian occupation
of (Northern) Italy et cetera, et
cetera, combined with subtle
methods more befitting the 19th
century, like , denationalisation
( germanisa ti on' russifica tion,
hungarisation), the upper and
landed class favoring election
rules or outright denial of voting
rights, proletariation et cetera,
et cetera, were able to halt, for a
whole century, the drive of the
freedom seeking nations, to a
certain point. As so many times
in her history, from 1815 until
1918, Europe fought for freedom.
To recoup their partial losses

and perpetuate ~he:r_: position of
hegemony over more than half of
Europe, and having expressed
through the mouths of their
politicians, soldiers, professors
and businessmen their intentions
to conquer all Europe, and the
adjacent Asian and African territories, and organized the world
to their image, to assure their
supremacy and ethnic and chauvinistic rule by ruthless methods
we are now free to call genocidal,
to divert even . the members of
their own "master nations" from
seeking more freedom for themselves. In short, to conquer more
"Lebensraum".
The German, Austro-Hungarian and Turkish Empires started
in 1914 the World War. which

was for them only another war in l{umania defeated, Italy invaded,
a long succession of wars. It is British and French beaten in
necessary to remind us of some Gallipoli, et cetera. The civilised
of the utterances of these men in world hooed for a mircle.
The United States of America,
comman,d of those Empires:
Quieta non movere [Metternich], a state founded and organized
Gegen Demokraten helfen nur . mainly by Europeans who fled
Kanonen [Wilhelm I], The weak national, - social, religio~·; ~~d
were made to be devoured by the economic persecution and opstrong [Bismark], First shoot pression, folt the imminent dan- .
them, then behead them, make . ger to the free development of
them impotent-if necessary per the world. The people of Ameriblood bath-and then a war abroad ca, having their brothers, uncles,
[Wilhelm II], Peaceful intention greatmothers and friends living
must be simulated [Conrad 1914) in Europe, reminiscent of the
et cetera.
harsh oppression they escaped,
' -- , The Central Powers were constitued a vast pool of public
prepared for the war, they were opinion based on deep innate and
successful: a third of France was religious beliefs in freedom, love,
occupied, Belgium's neutrality law and comp~ssion and on the
violated, Russia, Serbia and most human teachings of the
noblest spiritual leaders of the
world. They were, therefore, the
natural milieu for Professor
Wilson, who wrote his far
reaching Fourteen Points while
his hand was led partly by
Professor Masaryk. Those Fourteen Points were the first Atomic
,. bomb America can be proud of.
The First World War was clearly
a case of a just war and the
outcome of this war was a better,
more just and more democratic
Europe. Of course, all the things
were not rosy, but the foundations of a better world were laid.
The hundred year struggle (19151918), sealed by the victory of
the Allies in 1918, changed
profoundly the map of Europe for
· the better. Nations were freed or
constituted in defiance to the
cruel "master-nations"; namely
Finnland, Estonia, Latvia, Lith' uania, Poland, Czechoslovakia,
; Romania, Bulgaria, Yugoslovia,
· Albania, Greece, Italy, Belgium
(Low countries); France, Britain,
the USA and other nations and
the world were once more able to
carry forward the torch of
civilization on an always dangerous and winding path.
In Europe, we remember the
Armistice Day, November 11,
:1918. Without American participation in WWI, Europe and
maybe the whold world would
·live in tyranny.
Thank you, America.
1

Don't turn Y.Our back on
your ola books!!

Male/Female
perspectives
by Debra Neagle
Male-Female perspectives, an
interdisciplinary course developed by the Women's Study
Committee was offered for the
first time this quarter. The class,
coordinated by Dr. Marie Madison, was team taught with seven
. other instructors. Th~ cl~ss goal
is to try to create understanding
in today's thinking of the modern
emerging women.
"I can't say that fve -learned
anything, but I was exposed to a
lot of opinion. I didn't realize that
some people still thought that
way!" Shannon Morre.
''I hope this course is offered
winter quarter. I would like
other students to have the

Turn them into cash at the ...

opportunity to experience ' this
unique study. Each presentation .
introduced me to a new interest.
The· perfection, planning ·and
deliverance by each professor,
combined with visual-aides and
class participation offered the
interested student much 'food for
thought'," Myrna Garvey.

STORE HOURS:
Monday - Friday
Saturday

9:00 am - 6:00 pm
12:00 noon - 5:00 pm
Central Washington's Largest Bookstore
Located in the Samuelson Union Building

"The course would be
strengthened by having more
male participants. This would
also help improve the issue of sex
role stereotypes by males," Sanda Godfrey.
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A major
concern
A new title and focus to the
former curriculum of Recreation
is the Leisure Services major and
minor program under the Physical Education Department of the
School of Professional Studies.
"What is Leisure Services?"
Leisure, in the lives of all ages of
people, has actually become a
problem for society in terms 'of
the changing social and economic
climate of a post-industrial and
technological culture. "The
people are our major focus of
attention, for whom the varying
Leisure services in recreation
leadership, resources and guidance are so desperately needed
today," stated Dr. Helen McCabe, Coordinator for the curriculum.
The new major and minor
prepares those persons who are .
interested in serving people by
providing _opportunities to learn
recreational skills, planning for
their happenings through development and operation of areas
and facilities and actually guiding
participants to gain some measure of personal success or
well-being. "The real measurement of accomplishment by our
leaders is 'How did the participant do after he had a good
recreational experience?' Will he
plan for another similar experience on his own?" stated
McCabe.
The revised curriculum major
offers five options for the student
to select from for his emphasis of
subject areas: Park and Recreation Administration; Recreation
Leadership; Specialized Recreation (for the handicapped-physically, mentally, or socially);
Outdoor Recreation; and Community Education (Coordinators
for school community centers).
Many of the courses provide
practical experience to allow the
student to find his special
interests as well as to bridge the
gap between the college and the
potential job placement.
Resource management has
now recognized the need for
trained leadership and guidance
of their users. Outdoor Education programs, both in the public
schools and for adults, are out
growths of this need. The
majority of directors of these
programs throughout the country come from the park and
recreation departments, ·since
they know how to co-ordinate a
program of nature knowledge
with the needs and interests of
the participants to _gain a complete indigenous program and
schedule of events.
Winter quarter a special
course, Family and Adult Recreation, will be offered Thursday
evenings from 7:00-10:00 p.m. in
the Recreation Center at 14th
and Chestnut, planned for !nterdisciplinary areas and the college
community, to explore in depth
the attitudes and opportunities
for greater leisure potentfalities
in the family and for adults. The
class will focus on a special topic
for each session ranging from
"Time of Your Life", to "What is
living All About?" to "Planning
for Satisfying Recreation in
Adulthood and in the Family".

A two or three credit class on
the workings of a student
legislature will be held Winter
quarter. The class will be held
concurrent with planning for the
"Washington Student Legislature" to be held at Central, April
23-27.
John Presson, organizer for
the second annual W.S.L. said
that the special topics class,
' Political Science 398, "Mock
Legislature", will hold an organi, zational meeting Thursday, Jan.
9 at 7 p.m. in Psychology
Building room 158. At that time
future meeting dates will be
arranged. The class is being
offered by Dr. Robert Yee,
chairman of the Political Science
Department, with Presson as the
, teaching assistant.

Plans made
for mock

legislature
JOHN PRESSON

"I'd like to see 20 plus people
enrolled in the class," Presson
said. "It would be great to see 30
people, then we can split the jobs
up more." He said that the class
is open to all studeqts.
Last year the W~S.L., operating under the name of "Mock
Mini Legislature", drew approximately 70 students from some 15
colleges an,d universities from
around the state for the, then
four day, session. As with last
years session, those bills passed
by the students will be submitted
to the Washington State Legislature at their next legislative
session.
Presson urged any students
who have any interest or questions in the project to contact
him _in the ASC office.

Let us help
you make someone's
_Christmas a lot
merrier.
•

thousands of gift ideas for
·
birthdays. Christmas.
.
or just for giving.
STORE HOURS:
Monday - Friday
Saturday

9:00 am - 6:00 pm
12:00 noon-5:00 pm
Central Washington's Largest Bookstore
Located in the Samuelson Union Building

; The Board of Publications .
selected Liz Whiting and Jackie
Humphries as the new Crier
editors for Winter and Spring
Quarter.
The Boards near unanimous
selection took place at a meeting
held November 23.
Humphries and· Whiting will
share 'the position of editor,
working as co-editors.
Humphries will work mainly
with news and editorials and
Whiting will concern herself

served as editor.
Humphries, an English major,
minoring in mass media, worked
on the Crier last Winter and
Spring quarters as a sports
reporter.
Before coming to Central,
Humphries worked on the paper
at Yakima Valley College writing
news, feature and sports stories
and also did some public relations
work for the Yakima School
District. She will graduate this
spring.

Female co-editors
c~osen by Board

JACKIE HUMPHRIES
.mainly with production, the two
.said.
Whiting, a Central graduate in
English now waiting to enter
graduate school, first worked on
the Crier in 1970-71, beginning as
a reporter and copy reader.
Last Fall Quarter she returned
to the Crier as a copy reader and
became copy editor.
She worked as managing editor and production manager
Winter and Spring last year
wheE her husband, Bill Whiting,

LIZ WHITING
Whiting · and Humphries say
that one change they will make in
the Crier, as editors, is to reduce
the number of pages.
"Cutting back to 20 pages or
less will save paper, avoiding
needless waste of paper," Whiting said, although she said she
did not know where the paper
saved would be used.
"We'll have to see when we
come to it, whether or not we'll
be forced to cut back on
advertising __ inches," Whitipg

said, conceeding that it is largely
advertising inches that dictate
the number of pages a newspap7
er will have.
In the Whiting-Humphries
Crier, "the emphasis will be on
students," Hm;nphries said. "Student news, student everything.·
We'll hopefully bridge the communications gap between dorms
and student activities," she said.
"It's pretty bad when dorm
~tudents lrave to start their own
newspaper because they're being
ignored by the · ~rier," Whiting
said.
Whiting and Humphries said
that some disgruntled dorm
·residents had started their own
newspaper, The Last Resource,
and had "been downtown selling
ad space for it".
Whiting and -Humphries did
not speculate on . the f_u ture of
The Last Resout'ce.
Whiting said she and Hump~ries would like to see special
coverage of Third World news
resumed.
The two said that although
they are females there will be no
special slant towards women in
general or feminism in particular
and "We'll be working with a
staff that's largely male," Whiting said.
Although there will be no
special slant towards women,
"There will be no more antiwomen coverage," Humphries
said.
Whiting said an example or"
recent "anti-women coverage"
was "Meat Market" a satire piece
by Dave Schell that appeared on
the editorial page this quarter.
"Meat Market" poked fun at the
Friday phenomena in the SUB of
young women looking for male
companionship, and young men
doing likewise.

It wasn't funny," Whiting said,
or, in her opinion, a valid piece of
satire.
The two also said they considered "How Central's Buildings
Were Named," by Mahatma Fern
Blodgett, a tasteless foray into
paper waste, verging on libel.
Humphries and Whiting said
they will draw on mass media
classes for staffers and are
working closely with Alan Taylor, Crier advisor, and Ned
Tom~ey, of the English Department in doing so.
TOM SHAPLEY
.Liz Whiting's husband, Bill,
.no~
a graduate student in ad salesman and served as
E'hglish, was appointed as an advertiSing manager last Winter
ex-officio member of the Board of and Spring Quarter. He served
Publications before the editors
were select-ed. He will have a
vote on the board until two
undergraduate positions on the
Board are filled. Whiting did not
vote on the new editors.
Both Whitings say they see no
possible conflict of interest in the
arrangement. "I'm a person, not
just Bill's wife," Liz said. "Bill is
. honest."
"The Board doesn't do muchbesides appoint editors," Whiting said. He added that he had
not had a vote or talked with
Board members before Liz was
DAVID W l\_~SER
s~lected with Humphries.
Whiting said that if any as co-anchorman of the channel
10 news last spring and has done
situation came up that could be a
conflict of interest he will abstain spots on KCWS. He served as
managing editor of the Crier last
from voting or voicing an opinSummer Quarter and since Fall
ion.
Quarter has served as production
Humphries and Whiting will
manager heading the production
begin their editorship the third
staff, as well as writing the
issue in Winter Quarter.
Consumer Watch column.
Not selected by the Board of
David Wasser, a mass media
Publications were Tom Shapley
major, joined the Crier last year
and David Wasser, who ran
as a reporter and has served
seoaratelv for the Crier editorsince Summer Quarter as news
ship.
editor. He also worked on
Shapley, a mass media major
production this summer.joine~ the Crier last year as an

TheAir Force Rare
College Program has 3 things to offer
that other college programs don't.
1. Scholarships.

2. $100 monthly allowance.
3. Flying lessons leading
to ·et training.

CANADA'S.LARGEST SERVICE
$2.75 per page.
. Send now for latest catalog. En- .
close $2.00 to cover return postage.
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ESSAY SERVICES
57 Spadina Ave., Suite #208
Toronto, Ontario·, Canada

(416) 366-6549
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Enroll in Air Force ROTC.
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Thousands of Topics
. $2. 75 per page
Send for your· up-to-date,
176-page; m~il order catalog
of 5500 topics. Enclose ·
$1.00 to cover postage (1·2
days delivery time).

519 GLENROCK AVE.
SUITE #203
LOS ANGELES, CA. 90024
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OVERTONS
Tropical Fish

All aquarium &

THE COMPLETE
SPORTSMAN
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fish supplies
962-9166

Rte. 3

Located 2 Miles Korth Of
Old V1:1u1• H'••r On Wilso• CrHk lud

closed Sun. & Mon.

Thousands of Topics
$2. 75 per page
To those drivers (I among them) who spent time digging their
cars out of snowbanks on the mountain passes, snow is a four letter
word. But to the hardy individuals who have "think snow" stickers
on their car bumpers, this is their favorite season.
Snow has been building up in the various northwest. ski resorts
since early November. According to the Northwest Skinews
Service, rock dodgers were standing in line at- the tops of the runs
waiting for the fjrst snow flake. But the bulk of the skiing population
was waiting until Thanksgiving Day week to allow enough snow to
cover the boulders.
As with most of society, inflation has hit the slopes. Tickets for
the lifts and ski rentals are on the increase throughout the nation.
However, according to Skinews, the bite is not as bad in the
Northwest as in the other parts of the country.
Lift tickets in the Northwest are going for three or four dollars
less than in competing regions. Here, an $8 ticket is about tops, with
most of the other tickets going for less.
To entice customers during the weekdays, some resorts are
encouraging people to come during the week by ·pricing their
midweek tickets lower. The skier will find shorter lines and less of a
crowd during the week.
A group of_students who are going to get in to the skiing season in
a big way, is a tour going to Mt. Bachelor, outside of Bend, Oregon.
According to Karen Bjorling, organizer of the trip, 27 people had
signed up as of the early part of this week for the six day, five night
trip. The ski trip is the first major activity of the newly formed Ski
Group division of the Mountaineering Club.
Besides skiing the group will have the use of the many activities
at Mt. Bachelor. This includes lounges, heated swimming pool and
saunas.
But for the real skier, the main joy is when you hit the slopes. It
makes up for only being able to watch skiihg movies on TV during
the summer.

Putting
this
face
•
1nyour
future.A
Your Fidl'lit~ t ·nion Fil'ld :\ssodak can
hl'lp plan~ our firrnndal futurl' with
Colll'gl·\lastl'r. Colll'gl'\lastl'r is thl' nation•s
kadl'r in lifl' insurancl' fqr colll'gl' sl'niors.
Ll't him tl'll ~ ou "h~.

Dan Papke
706 E. 8th
925-4176
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Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $LOO
to cover postage (delivery time is
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DONNA'S
· YARN -SH()9
962-2305

420 N. Pine

The finest in domestic & imported yarns

Merry Christmas
to All

Ellensburg
Floral Shop
.

$29.00 & $39.00
Bean Bags
$7.95 to $27.95
Hassocks
Sofa Throws $7.49 to $15.95
$3.50 to $29 .50
Scatter Rugs
Sofa Pillows $2.49
$8.70
Lamps
$2.95
Mirrors
$19.50
Pictures

Happy
Downtown,
Holidays

across from

the Village • •

9·2 5-4149

;

~~

962-6167

l 09 East Third

to $14.50
to $39.90
to $29.50
to $39.50
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Sharpen your whits
, by Jess Stevenson
With finals week lying heavily .
on the campus and the end of
another quarter looming ahead
with the usual deadlines, due
dates and last minute memorizing orgies still to come, any kind
of mental relief becomes desirable. With this in mind, I offer a
grabbag of trick questions and
brain teasers for your enjoyment. (Warning: Read carefully,
lest you make a nurd of yourself.)
1. Is it legal in Washington
state for a man to marry his
widow's sister?
2. Some months have 30 days,
some have 31-how many have 28?
3. Divide 30 by one half and
add 10. What's the answer?
4. Why did they bury the
Chinaman on the side of the hill?
5. If you went to bed precisely
at 8:00 at night and set your
alarm clock for 9:00 the next
morning, how many hou'8 of
sleep would you be allowing
yourself?
6. How far can a spotted dog
run into the woods?
7. How many animals of each
species did Moses take aboard
the ark with him?
8. How many "outs" are there
in an inning of baseball?
9. How 'many birthdays does
the average man ha~e?

Dairll
Queen

10. Restricting your attention
and scrutiny to this sentence,
which word is mispelled?
11. Take two apples from three
apples and how many do you
have?
12. What does a woman have
two of, that a cow has four of?
13. A farmer had 12 sheep. All
but 9 died. How many did he _
have left?
14. A woman gives a beggar 50
cents. The woman is the beggar's
sister, but the beggar is not the
woman's brother. How come?
15. Do they have a 4th of July
in England?
ANSWERS
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IN TUNE WITH THE COLLEGE FOR 26 YEARS-Sightless Bob Traver adjusts the piano in the
SUB Pit. Tra':'er has !Dade h_is life's work tuning J>!an~s at Cen~ral and throughout the region.

DAIRY
QUEEN
DELIVERS

Learn to Ski on Shortie Skis - G.L.M.
(Graduated Length Method)

G.L.M. Ski Lessons

6 - 12 Sun thru Thur
6 - l Fri & Sat

925-6101

$60.00

Instructions and all equipment
furnished. (Skis, Boots, Poles,
Bindings , and Transportation
available)

Each lnstructer has at least five
~ears teaching experience.

Warm and
Wonderful

INQUIRE AT FOUR SEASONS

[Special Rack]
Ski Pants

Of Acrylic
Washable. In favorite colors. Zip
front. Sizes S, M,
& L. A great gift!

Kneissi - Lange

Jump Suits

Ski Pkg no .- 1

BOOTS

$119.95

40% off
I.

Nordica - Lange
Caber - Henke

I

Ski Pkg no 2

-

-

Thunder Bindings

Century - Hart

Lengths 170 to 195 cm
(Intermediate - Advanced Ski)
Reg $150.00

Warm Ups

Avenger Skis

Rossignol - Hexcel

112

Jackets

HOODED
SWEATER

SKIS

ROSSIGNOL
STRATTIX

SALE

Ski Pkg. no. 3
-

.

$21.95

Aspen Fiberglass

$69.95

Avant Fiberglass

$130.00

21.95

Marker Bindings

45.00

Marker Bindings

45.00

Ski Poles

8.00

Ski Poles

8.95

Ski Poles

8,95

Custom Mounting

8.50

Custom Mounting

8.50

Custom Mounting

8.50

S~~C·

.$59.40

$39.95

Run-A-Way Straps

«,,(,·

'?~

3.00
$134.40

$89.95

Run-A-Way Straps

~(,·

'?~

3.00 $195.45

$129.95
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Theperfedcrime?
by David Wasser

D.B. Cooper has two more
years. The federal statute of
limitations on his crime is five
years.
Three years ago a man who
called himself Dan Cooper parachuted from a Northwest Airlines jet with $200,000 in ransom
money.
According to the U.S. Department of Transportation, Cooper
is the only person ever to hijack a
domestic airliner who has not
been killed or brought to justice.
FBI agents claim to have no clues
as to the whereabouts of Cooper
or the money.
On November 24, 1971, the
man, who gave his name as Dan
Cooper, purchased in Portland a
one-way ticket for Seattle. On
the plane he handed a stewardess a note claiming he had a
bomb.
Following his instructions, the
stewardess copied the note and
turned Coopers instructfons over
to the pilot. He wanted 10,000
$20 bills to be delivered to him at
Seattle in a laundry sack, along

Legislative
internships
announced
The following Central students
have been recommended for
legislative internships for the
forthcoming legislative session:
Gregory A. Booth, Economics;
Raymond K. Hellwig, Political
Science; Christopher .M. Herol~.
Psychology; Anthony J. Morone II, Political Science; and
Debbie J. Newman, Business
Administration.
The legislative internships
provide opportunities for college
students to work closely with a
state legislator · or state legislative committee during the legislative session.

with two sets of parachutes.
Otherwise, he claimed, he would
blow up the plane.
After airline officials in Seattle
had complied with his instructions, he ordered that the plane be
!].own to Reno, Nevada. The crew
was ordered to remain in the
cockpit.
The last time the crew heard
Cooper speak was over the Lewis
River in southwestern Washington. Captain William Scott
thought the skyjacker was_having trouble with the plane's rear
boarding ramp which he was
occupying.
Scott asked Cooper, "Anything
we can do for you?"
There was no answer.
A light flashed, showing the
ramp was fully extended. A few
seconds later Cooper's voice
came on the interphone: "No".
When the plane landed in
Reno, the rear ramp was down
and Cooper and the 21 pound
sack of money were gone. Also
missing was one set of parachutes. The skyjacker, who had
reclaimed the note he handed to
the stewardess, had left no
fingerprints.
Authorities pinpointed Cooper's jump near Woodland, Washington. Extensive searches by
sheriffs department, the army,
FBI agents and private citizens
looking for the money have
turned up nothing.
Police claim Cooper could not
have survived the jump. But no
trace has been discovered of a
parachute, or any of the money.
The FBI is still investigating
the case, but they'll have to give
up in two years. P.After that, if
he's still alive, Cooper will be
home free.

Next stop,
Yucatan
Students in the Mexico Program's Meso-American Pre-History course and a number of
others studying at the Instructional Center in Guadalajara. are
presently enjoying a ~wo week
study trip, by bus, to Yucatan
and Oaxaca. Going to the Yucatan Peninsula gives one the
feeling of leaving Mexico and
entering a separate country and
another period in time. The land
of the Mayas is unique. The
jungles are alive with monkeys,
jaquars, ocelots, alligators and
brilliantly colored birds. At night
hundreds of land crabs, cross the
highway, and coastal waters are
teaming with many hued fish. In
the bright sunlight the white
beaches and emerald waters
fringed with coconut palms are
as spectacular as any south sea
island.
The land and its wildlife are
only part of the attraction,
however. Of more interest are
the people who inhabit Yucatan
today, and the heritage their
ancestors have left them in the
form of intriguing ruins, a
beautiful language and countle~s
traditions.
There are 283,000 Mayan
Indians in Yucatan, many of
them living in round, windowless
huts built in exactly the same
manner as those of their pre-Columbian predecessors. The majority of them make their living
by farming and by working with
henequen, from which sisal fiber
is made. The Mayans are outgoing and friendly and they have
a great love of fiestas and social
gatherings. Village musicians are
considered so important that

An NBofC checking account is an easy way
to pay for things. There's no-need to carry a
lot of cash. And your cancelled checks are
great receipts. Open one at your nearby
NBofC office.

(

National Bank of Commerce

)

!~ &Iif!!

Member F.D.l.C.

cont. pg. 18

YARN BAR
"LESSONS"

Yarn and Stitchery kits
10% Student Discounts
on any purchase
925-9293

107 E. 4th

"Hop Down to the Ugly Bear"
5 Pool Tables, 6 Pinball Machines
Air Hockey
F oosball
"Best in Pizza"
Kegs & Pony~Kegs
•
Gallons to go
Pitchers $1.25 all the time
Ill W. 3rd

Write a check for it.

That's right. No matter where you bought them we
will pay you up to 112 of what you paid when we
need them for the following quarter. Books that
are not being re-used can still be worth up to 40%.
Since we are THE used textbook specialists we are
able to make you this offer. So, !IJhen you're
finished with your books, bring them to us.

Hours: 8 a.m. - 10 p.m. Mon. - Fri.
10 a.m. - 10 p.m. Sat. & Sun.

Jerro-l's

book :•·.;: :

··.·..;:;:·

store ..............
enc.

l l l E. 8th Ave.
962-9934
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Mexico
(cont. from pg. 17)

by Tom Shapley
This week my purpose will not be primarily to show you how to
save money, but the information here could save your life or that of
your children.
It is now winter and for many of us the primary goal at this time
of year is to keep warm. To do this we employ products and devices
that can warm us or kill us. The secret is to think and act with
caution. This year it is estimated that over 15,000 people will either
burn or carbon monoxide themselves into the emergency room of
the hospital. Read and think about following case histories and
precautions carefully. It could save a lot of pain and even a life.
Carbon Monoxide
It is estimated that each year hundreds of people die from carbon
monoxide poisoning. Thousands of others suffer dizziness, nausea
and convulsions. You can't see, taste or smell carbon monoxide. But
it kills. Here are some typical accident patterns:
1. It was cold so the Taylor family rolled the car windows up tight,
as they drove through the mountains. When they stopped to take-a
break, the mother found that her two young sons in the back seat
were dead. Carbon monoxide had leaked in from the engine exhaust.
2. On a cold winter morning, all four members of the Jones family
were found dead. The unvented liquefied petroleum gas space
heater which they used to h~at their small three-bedroom house was
still hot. During the night the carbon monoxide gas had accumulated
to fatal concentrations.
Here are some suggestio»_s to avoid car]?on monoxide poisoning.
At Home ..for yearly inspection of fuel-burning equipment, call the
fire department; insure proper ventilation for all fuel-burning
heaters, leave a window open slightly; don't use a gas range or oven
for heating a room; never use a charcoal grill or hibachi inside,
burning charcoal gives off large amounts of carbon monoxide.
In the Car .. Open all garage doors and windows before starting car
or any internal cumbustion engine; check muffler and tail pipes
. regularly; ordinarily, you should open your car windows when the
car is stopped for any period of time with the engine running.
Symptoms .. Mild: sleepiness, h~adache, dizziness, blurred vision,
,irritability and an inability to concentrate. Severe: nausea and
.vomiting, shortness of breath, convulsions, unconciousness and
.death.
First Aid .. Fresh air and medical treatment.
Space Heaters and Wood and Coal Burning Heating Stoves
It is estimated that each year over 5,MO peop1e receive -hospital
emergency treatment for injuries associated with these types of
heaters. Here are some typical accident patterns:
1. Four year old Jenny was standing close to the gas space heater
·~to keep warm. Her dress was ignited by the open flame and she
:suffered severe burns over 70 per cent of her body.
2. Mr. Bloom turned on the gas for his space heater and lit a match
to light the heater. The accumulated gas exploded and he died from
the resulting burns.
Most space heaters involved in accidents are gas space heaters,
but electric heaters also can cause burns and electrical shocks. The
use of improper fuels, such as charcoal in a heating stove or
kerosene in a heater designed for use with oil, poses special hazards
of carbon monoxide and overheating.
, Some tips.~Don't use coal in a wood burning stove because it can
overheat; don't use flammable liquid on a wood or coal fire because
·it can cause an explosion; don't use charcoal or styrofoam in a
.heating stove, these fuels produce deadly amounts of carbon
monoxide·; don't use oil in a kerosene heater, or kerosene in an oil
'heater; do not convert any heater to use other fuel without expert
advice.
·
'Case hi.s tories, statistics, and suggestions are compliments of ,the
U.S. Consumer Products Safety Commission. For more information,
stop by the Crier office or call me at 963-1026.

VET NEWS
The appointment of James M.
Mayer, a disabled veteran of
combat in Vietnam and former
President of the National Association of Concerned Veterans, as
special assistant was announced
by Richard L. Roudebush, Administrator of Veterans Affairs.
Mayer, a 29 year old native of
St. Louis, will serve in a special
liason capacity with Vietnam era
veterans, and will be responsible
for presenting the views of
younger veterans to Administrator Roudebush and other top
Veterans Administration officials.

GI Bill enrollments of 1.5
million in October were 9 per
cent above last October's and 21
per cent above October 1972,
according to the Veterans Administration.
November enrollments should
top October's if the normal
pattern of peak enrollments
during November and April
holds true this year, it is
speculated.
October trainees included
921,000 veterans and servicemen
at the college level, 15 per cent
more than in October the' previous year. Another 565,000
trainees were enrolled in below
college level schools or on-job
training, causing only a slight
increase from October last year.
Training has increased each
year since June 1966 when the
current GI Bill went into effect.
A record enrollment of 2.4
million was reached in fiscal year
197 4. It was 2.1 million the year
, before.
A total of 5.2 million or 53.2
per cent of the eligibles, received
benefits under the current GI
Bill. This compares to · the 2.4
million, 50.5 per cent of the
eligibles, under the Korean Con~
flict Bill and 7.8 million, 47.4 per
cent of the eligibles, under the
original GI Bill.

they are exempted from other
types of community service.
Students on the study trip
visit the major archeological
ruins of the area, including
Chichen Itza, Kabah, Uxmal and
Mayapan. The ruins of Chichen
Itza are one of the archeological
wonders of the world. Fantastic
temples, pyramids, shrines, pillars and ball courts cover a
six-square mile area. Probably
found between 360 and 435 A.D.,
the city was occupied by the
Mayas until about 900 when the

Toltecs from central Mexico took
possession of it. The Toltecs are
responsible for a great many of
the structures that are today
ruins, including the nine-level
stepped pyramid crowned by a
temple, which was built over an
ancient Mayan pyramid.
There always seems to be a
crowd at the top of the pyramid.
People not only need a rest after
the climb, but also need time to
assimilate the feeling of awe that
they experience upon seeing the
magnificant panorama of the
ruins ·for the first time. The
white ruins growing out of the
dark green jungle are evidence of
the grandeur of man's early
achievements.

HAIR
DESIGNERS
''NATURALLY"

"Hair-cutting
specialists
for
men and
women."
508 East 3rd
962-2.5 50

,OLYMPIC
MARITIME SERVICE
MEN! - WOMEN!
JOBS ON SHIPS! No experience required. Excellent pay. Worldwide travel.
Perfect summer job or
career. Send $3.00 for information.
SEAF AX*
Dept. U-10 P.O. Box 2049,
Port Angeles, Washington
98362.

I

Ranch

You 'II love it
at your place ·as much
as you loved it at ours.

Tavern
presents

~ FREE DELIVERY ~

Louie &
The Rockets ·

If you live on campus We deliver 5 p.m. to 11 p.m. (1 a.m. Fri. & Sat.)

925-5001
Open 11 :00 a.m. Daily

805 North A. Street

"our people make
our pizza better"

Dec. 4 - 7th

Wed - Sat

.,.,,:/:';::: =

...--------....----------...

Q> '

~
--------------------~
6 ;45 _
;.~LIBERTY
Theatre OPEN
925-9511
. . - - - - - - - - - - - " ' PLAYS Thru TUE. Sh~ws at 7:00 & 10:30 --- Plays at 8:35 only

PINK FLOYD

MAD DOGS
& ENGLISHMAN

PLUS

OUR NEXT ATTRACTION

-

.lule' Verne:t
The

1

r/!int/

0/tillI

1a181ssEs100G

m¥"'ri1111W1
.1~iAl'
.
of C:a tain narna
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Poli. Sci. picks
new officers
Calvin Marschall was recently
chosen as the new chairman of
the Political Science Association
of Central. Other officers chosen
include Raymond Hellwig, Vice-Chairman; Lee Ann Schilz, Sec.retary-Treasurer.
Interested students are invited to attend any of the meetings,
held the first and third Monday
of each month in SUB 107, to
voice their opinions.
The Association plans to help
interested students during registration.

CIA, Chilean·

WESTERN

FASHION SHOW

Wed., Dec. 11 - 12 p.m. to 2 p.m.
Holiday Inn

115 E. 4th

962-2994

MAHATMA FERN BLODGETT
MEMORIAL HUMOR PAGE.
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Dedicated to the memory of
Mahatma Fern Blodgett. Blodgett's b\ief career as a Crier
staffer was an inspiration to all
those who knew and understood
him. Recently deported to his
native Latvia as an undesirable
alien, Blodgett now edits The
Whole Carpathian Catalogue of
Erotic Evening Wear, a biquarterly based in SZL'C.

News Briefs
Dr. W. Boring will deliver a
two hour monologue on Pre-Marital Hicki~s to anyone interested
enough to meet him in the Pit
next_ Monday at two-thirty.

hy Marflh Bor/lflJfh

by Martin Bor~ann
-

~AJ!AT._MA

FERN BLODGETT

Love Advice
by Alice Masters
and Louie Bater

simply send check or money
order for $29.99 to Box X Grand
Central Station, N.Y., NY 00987.

Dear M&B,
I have been repeatedly rejected by young women. I can't
get as much as a date with a girl.
You see my problem is that I Dear M&B,
have an extremely small nose
My boyfriend has always been
and every girl I meet tells me a little kinky and I admit that I
that I would be worthle~ as a _enjoy his diversity. But lately he
lover because there is a direct has become obsessed with the
correlation between the size of dimples on my knee and has been
the nose and the male organ. My trying to persuade me to let
friends have suggested putty and him insert his big toe into this
even an operation. I have not crater. Is this desire normal and
taken any of these measures is this practice safe?
because I am sure that the whole
thing is just an old wive's t~le. Dimples _
Am I right?

, While on patrol in a small
village in Southeast Asia we had
a zany pair of officers. This
captain and this lieutenant had
been there so long that they
thought that women and chi~dren
could even be Viet Cong. Well,
we were all sort of a goofy bunch
over there so we decided to
humor the two of them. Guess
what we did? We lined up every
woman and child in the village
(even the babies, yuk, yuk) in
from of a ditch and killed them
all.
Lyl Fur
Madison, Wisc.

While on duty overseas some
of the guys took me downtown to
meet some girls. They turned out
to be a little sick, last week my

nose fell off.
Lonnie R. Reeter
Columbus, Ohio

I was one of the lucky 42,000
American soldiers killed in IndoChina!
John' Doe
Arlington

In-the month of July, 1970, I
got 50 young men to enlist in the
U.S. Army Infantry. I got a fifty
dollar bonus and twenty of them
were killed in the next year.
SFC Blood Sucker
KC. Mo.

Pewee

Dear Dimples,
Digital sublimation is normal
and common. But you should
realize that it can be harmful,
Dear Pewee,
both physically and mentally if
On the eontrary, there is a
not done properly. To preserve
very direct relationship between both your health and sanity we
the nose and the nob. But don't strongly urge that you carefully
worry. There are numerous , study the instructions and senexercises for lengthening the ~ous full-color plates contained
proboscal extremity, which are - in our new book, "Getting On and
completely illustrate<,l in several Getting Off." Simply send check
sensuous full-color plates in our or money order for $29.99 to Box
new booR, "Getting On and X Grand Central Station, N.Y.,
Getting Off'. To receive a copy NY 00987.

Ford's Favorite Jokes
Throughout my many years in
American politics and government I have had occasion to rub
elbows with some of the funniest
people in the world. The jokes I
have picked up across tables at
state dinners and in committee
rooms and numerous other
gatherings would fill a book. But
the editors asked me to share

with you only my very favorite
jokes. So, from out of my long
political career, here are my
favorite jokes.
Nelson Rockefeller ,.,
WIN buttons
Earl Butz
Wilber Mills
The 5 percent sur tax
Michigan

Tech Sgt. Joyce Kilmer of the
804th Washington State Mounted Sea Scouts plants the first
birch sapling in a belated Arbor
Day Celebration held in Vietnam's DMZ area last Wednesday. The DMZ area had been the
area which had been stricken by
a mysterious foliage blight that
puzzled Vietnamese, but the Sea
Scouts lent some good _ old
American know-how to lead
them on the way to refoliation.

~

How's Your love Life?
Don't Let It Slip Away

FOOD FOR 'PEACE: Workers ready back copies of the Campus Crier for processing at the ·
recently opened multi-million dollar Campus Crier Re-cycling plant in Thrall. After processing, the
old Criers will be sent to feed and clothe refugees in Bangladesh. The re-cycling process was
conceived by Abraham Lincoln Carver who discovered three hundred uses for the Campus Crier in
his Dean Hall Laboratory last June.
Campus police were called to
Guacamola Hall last week to
quell a vicious pillow fight.
Police had answered a call
earlier that evening from an
anonymous tipster that a vicious
beast with two backs was
terrorizing inmates of the stately
Carole Lombard Hall.
"I remember what time it was,
'cause Giligan's Island had ju.s t
started," one witness told reporters. "I've never seen or heard
anything like it before."
"The thing, whatever it was,
was gone when we arrived," one
officer said. "We couldn't find
any tracks."
When police left the inmates
thanked them and resumed their
pursuit of happiness.

Inmates of Carole Lombard Hall evacuate as police search interlor for beast with two backs.
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by Mike
Mcleod

Nicholson Pavilion
All facilities of the pavilion will be open (except those areas being
remodeled) during the break between quarters. The hours of
operation will be: 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. daily - except the 25th & 26th of
Dec. 1974 and Jan. 1, 1975.

Trips & Tours
December 5 - Anyone having tickets to Helen Reddy, the vans are
leaving Hertz parking lot at 5:30 p.m. (or earlier if the weather
indicates).
December 7 - Shopping trip to Yakima. $1.50 round trip. Van leaves
Hertz parking lot at 11:30 a.m.

SALE
Winter Coats 25% off
Special
CHRISTMAS
BARGAINS
at MARGARETS !
•

* SAL~& onSweaters
_Blouse~
114 off

Fi~iiiit *(great for Holiday Presents)

FREE Gift wrapping
open Friday till 9.

In promulgating esoteric cogitations and articulating either
superficial sentimentalities or
philosophical observations, be- ·
ware of platitudinous ponderosity. Sedulously avoid all polysyllabic profundity, pompous
prolixity and vacuous verbosity.

Ranch
Tavern_
First 25 ·people
no cover
Mon & Tue
_w ith
Gre_a sewood
City Ramblers
Mon - Fri
Dec. 9 - 13_
SURPRISES ! ~

Need a lift with quarter finals
coming down on your head?

Lady 11

Let the gals at
E en
blow finals away with a
personalized hair cut and
air wave.
Regular $10.50 {shampoo, cut
and_ air wave)

Now for $7.50
On Main in Kittitas
968-3223

THE

WARE
FAIR

Mon. thru Fri. open till 9 from Dec 11

"Tomorrow,
and tomorrow,
and tomorrow:'

-~Macbeth

Prepare for it. The earlier )'OU
begin a life insurance program . the
less you pay. Find out about the
CollegeMaster plan.
-

TUESDAY,
DECEMBER 10, 1974
IN THE C.W.S.C. SUB
ELLENSBURG, WASHINGTON

AN INDOOR MARKET OF
CRAFTS~ JEWELRY, FOODS, DEMONSTRATIONS,. GIFTS, FINE ARTS,

& LIVE MUSIC
Hl'ld . \,,oc.:iak in .\tHlr an· a:

FEATURING:
KITTITAS VALLEY CRAFTSMEN AND MERCHANTS, PLUS VISITING
ARTISTS FROM THROUGHOUT WASHINGTON STATE

.-.~.~}~
.)?.
~.-""'. ,
.•••

'I
~,.,.

•

·'

I

•

,

.

'

.

.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND BOOTH RESERVATIONS CALL OR WRITE DEBBIE NEWMAN. SUB OFFICE. CWSC , ELLENSBURG. WA 98926

- ,

C:OllegeMaster.

Linda Papke
706 E. 8th Plaza
962-9292

Phone 963 151:
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Grapplers bow to Alumni;
baffle in Cheney next week
defeated Eric Beardsley's varsity
freshman Jack Ziegler to begin
33-26, marking the third victory
the comeback. Central managed
only three more decisions on·
Experience must count for in as many years for the old
their way to defeat. All-Amerisomething. At least that's what timers.
The match, featuring 18 indi- can Greg Gowens took a major
the Central Alumni wrestlers
proved November 22 as they vidual three minute battles, decision over Dan Donaldson
wasn't decided before the final
15-3, another All-American, Dan
two pair-offs. Rocky Isley, runOlder, slipped by Ver Non
Merkley 2-0 and in the heavyner-up in the national tournament last year and the defending weight division sophomore Tom
Evergreen Conference Champ,
Kirkbride moved by Ed . Harris
dropped a 6-4 decision to Darren
3-2 to tighten the final score at
Sipe in the 185 lb. class. Sipe is a
33-26.
two time National Greco-Roman
While the Alums can bask in
Champ and is coaching at New- their - glory until next year,
port High School in Bellevue. ·Beardsley's squad will be getting
This left Central out of reach, ten some action in before the Christpoints down with only the heavy- mas holidays. A week from
weight class left.
Saturday, Central will travel to
Central jumped off to a 16-6 Cheney to take part in a Roundlead following the first seven Robin Tournament hosted by
matches with Willie Guy, Gene Eastern. The Wildcats will
Viernes, Dan . Sloan, Stu Smith square off against Seattle Pacific
and Art Green all winning and Rumbolt State of California.
decisions. Then Alum Gerald Other teams in the tourney will
Coach Beardsley
George pulled out a 7-2 win over be the University of Washington
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-and
Ea~fil~
The follow~g
weekend Central will be involved
in the University of Washington
Invitational, traditionally . the
toughest tournament on the
coast.
by Clint Anderson .

GRADUAT/N.G SENIORS
Excellent management
trainee openings with
major corporation

D

Fu// company benefits
D Excellent immediate
income (s 12 15 thousand
average first year income.)
For personal, on -campus interview
on Wednesday, December 10th,
contact placement office or ..
If above date is inconvenient,
send resume to: Mr. Wheat
10655 NE 4th

Suite 303
Bellvue, Wa.

98004

MERRY CHRISTMAS
FREE! Two Deluxe Cheeseburgers
From Rossow's - U - Totem
with the purchase of a new K-2
Cheeseburger or Cheeseburger
Deluxe

FREE!

One Day Pass at Alpental
with the purcnase of a new
pair of skiis

"FULL -LINE"

of K-2

demonstraters. available at
$6.00 per day (counts toWard
purchase). Come in and try
the latest models.

WILLIE

6TQ\1~GE

'·~ 6porlif18 Gxx:ls

P. 0. Box 811

AHH, HE'S JUST PULLING HIS LEG; Senior Dan Older grabs a
single leg on his alumni opponent Ver Non Merkley on his way to a
2-0 decision in the 180 pound class. The Alums defeated the Varsity
33-26. [photo by Rafael Gonzales]

Stretch ·home streak to 28

'Cats win first three
by Clint Anderson
The Central basketballers are
off and dribbling, chalking up
three wins in as many outings,
establishing their position as one
of the District powers again this
year.
The '.Cats opened their rigorous schedule against Saint Martins in Lacey Friday and came
. away with a 72-68 win. The ·
Wildcats, who lead by as many as
ten points in the second half,
couldn't put the Saints away
until the final seconds. Bob
De Weese, Saint Martins allNAIA guard had an opportunity
to tie the contest at 70 on a jump
shot but failed to convert with
Dave McDow hauling in the
rebound. Sophomore guard Jim
Johnson sank a pair of free-

throws seconds later to ice the
win.
The Wildcats, who led by onty
two at halftime, pumped up their
second half lead mainly on the
strength of Byron Angel, a 6'10"
transfer from Edmonds Community College. Angel came off
the bench to lead Central in
scoring with 18. Junior guard
Steve Page canned 14 and junior
Steve Johansen tallied 12. The
Saints were led in scoring by
their freshman center Pat McCarty, who had 19.
The following night Central
returned to Nicholson Pavilion to
face the Pacific Lutheran Lutes
who were fresh off of a rout of
Simon Fraser. Sparked by the
hot hand of senior guard Ned
Delmore and the inside play of

urpr1se
someone
"

Just
because
Long Distance
charges are
so lo'W, it's no less
a treat
'When you
call your
friends!

McDow and Johansen, the Wildcats ravaged the Lutes - for a
92-64 win.
Central started the game
sluggishly and were tied at 24
late in the half. But helped by the
firepower of Delmore, Central
managed a 40-30 halftime lead.
The Wildcat machine began
rolling in the second half, sputtering but once. After building
up a 54-33 lead, the Lutes came
back with seven unanswered
points to keep in contention.
Central was not to be denied and
shifted into high gear, outscoring
their opponents 15-2 to end all
Central continued to
doubt.
mount their lead, clearing the
bench with five minutes remaining.
Central was led in scoring by
Delmore with 23 and Johansen
with 16. Johansen also picked up
13 boards and McDow had 12. As
a team Central outrebounded the
Lutes 57-39.
Tuesday Central ran their
homecourt winning streak to 28
in pounding Whitworth 82-60.
Page put the 'Cats ahead 2-0
with a 20 foot jumper and
Whitworth never caught up.
Johansen led the first half
onslaught hitting ten points to
help Central to a 38-25 lead.
Central controlled the tempo
again in the second half and with
the Wildcats leading 51-35 the
Pirates hotshot senior guard
Evan Thomas was awarded his
fifth and final ,foul, putting a
cloud of doom on any remaining
hopes for Whitworth.
Delmore was again the 'Cats
leading scorer with 19 points, 13
in the second half. Sophomore
forward Les Wyatt followed with
16 and led his team in rebounds,
picking off nine.
Tommorrow the Wildcats will
tl\Y to stretch their streak to 29
twhen they entertain Simon Frazer.
The Clansmen lost to PLU -by
21 points earlier this year, the
same Lute team Central drubbed
Saturday.
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FOREIGN CAR
REPAIRS AND PARTS

.women 1-2-1 in tourney

INDEPENDENT Al:JTO REPAIR
603 North Main 925-5539

.• GREEN GEM · ~o

}.(S>

Central's Womens Field Hock
ey team, the host for the
National College Women's Sport
Association "A" Tournament,
posted a 1-2-1 record in the
tournament after defeating Simon Frazer, 1-0, then losing to
Boise State, 5-1, University of
Oregon, 3-0 and tying Oregon
College of Education, 3-3, two
weeks ago.
There were 14 teams competing in the tournament. Those
taking part were CWSC, Boise.
State, OCE, Oregon State University, Pacific Lutheran University, Simon Frazer, Skagit Val-·
ley, University of British Columbia, University of Idaho, University of Oregon, UW, WWSC,
Willamette University and WSU.
In the game against Simon
Frazer, Charlotte Shockley scored the lone goal for Central. She
used a flick to score the goal.
"We had a very nice first half,
and it was a wide open game,'"
said head coach Betty Putman.
"We scored our goal in the first
half, while in the second half both
teams played very poorly. The
stick work was poor and we just
played a defensive game.
"Against Boise State, we had a
well played game with Shockley
scoring our goal,'' said Putnam.
"Boise State beat us primarily on
their basic stick work. Their
stops, tackles and passes were
excellent. They had three of their
goals scored in five minutes and
we were not able to capitalize on
the openings.
"The University of Oregon had
a beautiful link system. They" are
one of the top teams as far as
their strategy is concerned and
they played a nice open game."
In the game against Oregon
College of Education, Brenda
Carter, right wing, and Shockley,
left inner, scored the goals for
Central.
"We outplayed OCE, even
thougb it ended in a tie,'' said
Putnam. "Two of their goals
scored on a rather unorthodox
corner where the 'wing hits the
ball into the defense, so the
defense actually scores the goals.
We had many opportunities to
score, but the ball would not go
into the goal cage. I feel that this
was the best game of the
tournament."

Good luck on
your finals

from
the Crier

1974-75 All-EvCo Team

"We now carry Parakeets"

1First team-OFFENSE
QB Karst Brandsma
RB Randy Samuelson
RB Casey Sayre
WR Steve Lamb
WR Mike Rooney
TE Mike Halpin
c Andy Harlin
G Jerald Shultz
G Steve Freeman
T Mike Strahan
T Gary Vaughn

First team-DEFENSE
IL Doug Orcutt
IL Mike Gillaspie
IL Jerry Deal
IL Larry Monagon
LB Steve Shaw
LB ,Gary Gilmore
LB Luis Perez-Leon
LB Mike Layng
HB Mike Richter
HB Bill Hough
HB Ron Shimizu
HB Terry Houck
p Barry Sartz
K Greg Enright
K Ralph Van Delden

EWSC

soc

EOSC
EOC
OCE

cwsc

wwsc
OCE

cwsc

soc

EOSC
EWCS

soc

EOSC
OCE

cwsc

wwsc
soc
OIT
EWSC
OIT
EOSC
OCE
EWSC

soc
OIT

6-0
5-11
6-0
5-11
6-3
6-0
6-1
5-10
6-1
6-3
6-3

185
190
185
170
200
190
215
210
220
240
225

6-0
6-3
6-0
6-1
6-0
1
6-1
5-11
- 5-11
6-0
5-10
5-7
6-0
6-1
6-0
5-8

220
240
215
210
185
210
190
210
180
175
165
170
165
190
140

JR
JR
FR
SR
SR
SR

so

SR
SR
SR
SR

~ & & Bi~d. Supplies ~
~

U

Petn_f1ed Rock

.

will trade
·
Good Prices
Mon, Wed - Sot 12 - 6
closed Sun and Tues

(204 4th St)

SR
SR
SR

so

JR
SR
SR
SR

soJR
so
SR
SR
SR
SR

dunham
Brown or Gold Suede
Warm, pile lining

---

~

. Fish ~ Repairs
Foods
Equipment ·

SLICIN' AIR; The action was heavy on the weekend of November 22 as Central hosted the National
College Women's Sports Association Tournament. Central earned a 1-2-1 record in the tourney.
[photo by Dan Powell]
by Vicki Simpson

Tropical Fish Store . .

Only

$26.95
Other
Winter Boots
From $8.95

SHARE THE RIDE
WITH US THIS
CHRISTMAS
AND GET ON
TO .AGOOD THING.
Us means Greyhound, and a lot of your fellow students
who are already on to a good thing .. You leave when you
like . Travel comfortably. Arrive refreshed and on time.
You'll save money, too. over the increased air
fares . Share the ride with us on weekends . Holidays.
Anytime. Go Greyhound.

GREYHOUND SERVICE
TO

ONE- ROUND- YOU CAN
LEAVE
WAY
TRIP

Seattle

$5.60

$10.65

Yakima

$2.20

$4.20

Spokane

$8.60 . $16.35

2:30
3:55
1:30
3.:55
3:10

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

YOU
ARRIVE

5:05 p.m.
6:25 _p.m.
2:25 p.m.
4:50 p.m.
7:35 p.m.

Ask your agent about additional departures and return trips.

Buzz & Audrey Wyant
8th & Okanagon
925-1177

GO GREYHOUND

... and leave the driving to us
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